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ABSTRACT

In this paper, a complete loss of electrical power supplies or station blackout (SBO) is simulated and 
analyzed for the Tehran Research Reactor (TRR) . The scenario is virtually traced in absent of active 
cooling systems and operators. The code nodalization is successfully benchmarked against experimental 
data of the reactor operating parameters. The passive heat removal system includes downward water 
cooling after pump breakdown by the gravity force (where the coolant streams down to the unfilled 
portion of holdup tank), safety flapper opening, flow reversal from downward to upward cooling portion of holdup tank), safety flapper opening, flow reversal from downward to upward cooling 
direction, and then the upward free convection heat removal throughout flapper safety valve, lower 
plenum, and fuel assemblies. Both short-term and long-term natural core cooling have been simulated 
and investigated using the RELAP5 code; when short-term analyses focued on the safety flapper valve 
operation and flow reversal mode. Results are promising for pool -type MTRs due to investigate RELAP 
code abilities for MTR thermal-hydraulic simulations without any oscillation; and also the TRR is 
conservatively safe against a complete SBO.

Keywords: TRR; Research Reactor; Safety; SBO; Natural Convection; RELAP5.  

1. INTRODUCTION 
  Nowadays, especially after Fukushima Daiichi accident, passive safety features has been much more   Nowadays, especially after Fukushima Daiichi accident, passive safety features has been much more 
interested throughout improving safety performances of active engineering safety systems; also complete 
simulation of DBA and BDBA via BEs are much more advised throughout conser vative approaches [1, 2, 
3].

   The Station Black Out (SBO) is one of the most important Design Basis Accidents (DBAs) of nuclear 
reactors [4, 5, 6]. Lessons learnt from the Fukushima Daiichi accident shows that a complete loss of 
electrical power supplies may occur and the reactor design should be able to remove the residual decay 
heat for a long time [2]. Although active safety systems should be improved and enhanced throughout 
nuclear safety principles and issues [6], the ability of a complete passive heat removal system is much 
more encouraged and interesting for the nuclear safety communities [1, 2, 3].

   Research reactors are developing tools necessary for a wide range of irradiating applications and reactor 
power programs [7 to 12]. In this paper, Tehran Research Reactor (TRR) is chosen as the case study [13, 
14]. Because of nature of magnetic force of the TRR control rod drive-mechanism and the reactor design 
characteristics, the complete SBO of this reactor suddenly goes to a fast emergency shutdown (less than 
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characteristics, the complete SBO of this reactor suddenly goes to a fast emergency shutdown (less than 
850 milliseconds); then it follows the pump trips of the primary and secondary cooling systems. 
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According to the fundamental safety issues, regarding principles of diversity, redundancy, and 
availability, additional remote power supplies including a diesel generator and butteries are available for 
the reactor and main control room of the TRR respectively [4, 5, 6, 13, 14]. In this paper, the initiated 
accident is traced and analyzed without any relevant active safety systems and reactor operator actions 
against the accident occurrence. In specific, all of the on-site emergency power supplies including diesel 
generators and batteries are disabled during simulations.

   Specially after Fukushima Daiichi accident, nuclear safety communities and standard safety issues 
usually advise a complete simulation of DBAs (and even BDBAs) using best estimate tools throughout 
conservative approaches [1 to 6]. Extensive research activities have been performed to develop best conservative approaches [1 to 6]. Extensive research activities have been performed to develop best 
estimate tools for thermal-hydraulic analyses of nuclear reactors, such as RELAP5 [15], ATHLET [16]
and CATHARE [17] codes; which enabling a much more realistic simulation of nuclear reactor systems 
coherently [18, 19]. 

   The thermal-hydraulic RELAP5 code was developed for the best estimate transient simulation of light-
water cooling systems of nuclear power reactors during postulated accidents. The used generic modeling 
approach allows simulation of a variety of thermal hydraulic systems where the equation set describes a 
two-fluid system using non-equilibrium, non-homogeneous, six-equation representation. Included 
massive experimental correlations [15] try realistic simulation for Pressurized Water Reactors (PWRs). In 
specific, the RELAP code can simulate and coherently joint all components of a reactor cooling systems, 
pumps, valves, piping structures, control systems, and trip logics. It has been trusted and well-tested to 
model and simulate Design Basis Accidents (DBAs) for PWRs as high-energy and pressure reactors. 
However, only limited works have been performed to study the capability and reliability of the RELAP5 
code for research reactor analysis in conditions such as low pressure, low mass flow rates, low thermal code for research reactor analysis in conditions such as low pressure, low mass flow rates, low thermal 
power,… [15, 20, 21, 22]. It is ongoing problem; and it seems that the RELAP5/MOD3.2 provides 
models capable to afford such limiting conditions [15, 23, 24]. 

   Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) analyses was performed and benchmarked against the TRR Safety 
Analyses Report using the RELAP5/MOD3.2 code [13, 14, 15]. In addition, a phenomenological 
investigation of LOFA and LOCA analyses of the GRR -1 (a similar 5MW pool-type MTR) was 
successfully performed using the RELAP5/MOD3.3 code [20, 21]. 

   In this paper, firstly a nodalization of the TRR plant is introduced. It is defined based on the design 
characteristics of the TRR in details. Steady state operating condition is simulated and compared with the 
experimental operating data of the basic equilibrium core [13, 14]. The current operating core of the TRR 
has bigger numbers of fuel assemblies and irradiating channels. Then the current operating core has a 
larger heat transfer area but it has smaller cooling velocity. The current operating core of the TRR is 
compared with the basic equilibrium core of the TRR regarding thermal-hydraulic parameters. After that, 
passive heat removal system during the complete SBO of the TRR are simulated using the passive heat removal system during the complete SBO of the TRR are simulated using the 
RELAP5/MOD3.2 code as a best estimate tool; and then results are conservatively analyzed as a part of 
the review safety assessment of the TRR. 

   In the TRR, after the pump break down, the first phase of the passive cooling flow starts with the 
gravity driven force (from the reactor pool to the unfilled part of the hold-up tank). Finally, safety flapper 
valve opens when the flow rate decreases below 30% of the initial value. Then, flow reversal occurs from 
down-ward to up-ward free convection mode. This phenomena is analyzed in details as a short-term view. 
Later, long-term heat removal system of the reactor pool is taken place without any active cooling system. 

   It should be noted that, flow reversal phenomenon extremely limits the maximum permissible operating 
power of an open pool type MTR within a down-ward core cooling system. It is especially important to 
overcome a safe transition from down-ward cooling to up-ward natural convection during SBO or LOFA. 
Usually, between 2-5 MWth operating power of such reactors have been designed and operated safely [25, 
26]. In this paper, flow reversal phenomenon and safety flapper operation are analyzed and rechecked 
carefully for TRR during short-time intervals via a complete simulation of physical occurrences 
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carefully for TRR during short-time intervals via a complete simulation of physical occurrences 
throughout the reactor plant.   
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2. MATERIALS AND CODES
2.1. Case Study (TRR)  

   In this paper, the Tehran Research Reactor (TRR) is chosen for benchmarking process and developing 
studies. The TRR is a 5MW pool-type Material Testing Reactor (MTR). This reactor consists of MTR 
plate-type fuel plates. Fuel meat is composed of porous-type U3O8 of 20% Low Enriched Uranium (LEU) 
within the Aluminum cladding. The primary components are the reactor core, control and active safety within the Aluminum cladding. The primary components are the reactor core, control and active safety 
systems, pool, hold up tank, pumps, heat exchanger, connecting pipes, check valves, gate valves and 
butterfly valves. Table 1 presents the main specifications of the TRR [13, 14], and fig. 1 shows the 
vertical 3D view of the reactor core and pools. 

   During normal operating mode, the reactor core is cooled by downward light water circulated by a 
primary pump from delay hold up tank to the reactor pool (fig. 2). The secondary pump circulates the 
secondary water cooling throughout the (shell-tube type) heat exchanger and cooling towers. Finally, the 
outside air removes the residual decay heat. Fig. 3 presents a general symbolic plan of all of the TRR 
cooling and auxiliary systems. 

   During shutdown stage or free convection operating mode, the reactor core is cooled by upward natural 
convection flow throughout a safety flapper valve, lower plenum and fuels. Fig. 4 shows the lower 
plenum and the safety flapper valve located below the core grid plate. In order to establish upward free 
convection, this valve is set to open when the cooling flow rate falls below the 30% of the flow rate at the convection, this valve is set to open when the cooling flow rate falls below the 30% of the flow rate at the 
full-power operational mode (of 2200 GPM).

Fig. 1. Vertical sectional view of the reactor pool
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Fig. 2- Main components of the TRR primary cooling system
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Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of the TRR cooling system

Fig 4. Lower plenum and safety flapper valveFig 4. Lower plenum and safety flapper valve

Table 1. Specifications and main operating conditions of the basic reference core of TRR [13, 14]
Core material
Nuclear fuel                                                                 MTR (LEU)
Fuel element                                                                 Plate-type clad in Al
Fuel meat 235U (12.44 %), 238U(49.78 %), O(11.17 %), Al   (26.50%)
Coolant and moderator                                                Light water
Reflector                                                                           Graphite/Light water
Thermo-hydraulics
Pool water volume (m3)                                               477.8  
Hold up tank water volume (m3)                                      37.417
Pump head (m)                                                                30.48                                                             
Fuel thermal conductivity (w/m. k)                                  10.0
Cladding thermal conductivity (w/m. k)                         167.0
Total power peaking factor (for codes)                            3.0Total power peaking factor (for codes)                            3.0
Inlet coolant temperature (0 c)                                          37.8
Primary cooling loop mass flow rate (gpm)                    2200
Secondary cooling loop mass flow rate (gpm)               2300
Total heat transfer surfaces  for SFE (cm 2)                                     14022.0
Total heat transfer surfaces for CFE  (cm 2)                                     10332.0
Fuel element dimensions
Length (cm)                                                                       8.1       
Width (cm)                                                                        7.071
Height (cm)                                                                        70.5
Number of plates in SFEs                       19
Number of plates in CFEs                          14
Plate meat (mm)                                                                  0.7
Width (cm)                                                                          6.0
Height (cm)                                                                        61.5
Water channel between plates (mm)                                   2.7
Plate clad thickness (mm)                                                  0.4

5 اولین همایش ملی مهندسی قدرت و نیروگاه هاي هسته اي

Plate clad thickness (mm)                                                  0.4
Passing cooling water cross section (cm2) at SFE           33.92           
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Passing cooling water cross section (cm2) at CFE          25.81

2.2. Required models for natural convection phenomena

   Natural convection is circulating fluid material where heated from below (lower section) and cooled 
from above (upper section). It has taken approaches of geophysical phenomena, atmospheric and oceanic 
flows, refrigerating and cryogenic systems, micro-electronics, solar systems, and specially passive 
cooling systems in the nuclear reactors. Investigating and enhancing the performance of passive cooling 
system are on-going and developing problems in a wide range of industrial applications. system are on-going and developing problems in a wide range of industrial applications. 

   Usually, the vertical length scale, cooling material, system temperature distribution and rotating features 
can be mentioned as the most sensitive parameters to enhance free convection in ordinary engineering 
systems [27].  

   Natural convection is a very sensitive phenomenon. In Light Water Reactors (LWR), a balance between 
pressure gradient, buoyancy, friction and losses produce net driven force of natural convection. It 
specially outcomes from different fluid density (of temperature gradient), pressure system (pressure 
gradient), form and friction losses, and also viscous dissipation effects (along thin boundary layer). In 
specific for MTRs, the buoyancy force of temperature gradient, fuel assembly structures, the operation of 
safety flapper valve, and the pool water level affect pressure gradient and fluid density in a large pool-
type research reactor; where such density changes produce driven force for a passive heat removal 
system.  

   Throughout buoyancy force, the viscous dissipation is important too. The viscous dissipation appears as 
a flow induced pressure gradient. For non-viscous fluid such as water coolant, the fluid can be divided to a flow induced pressure gradient. For non-viscous fluid such as water coolant, the fluid can be divided to 
the main stream lines and a thin boundary layer; where viscous dissipation is important in the thin 
boundary layer. In the other words, where streamlines are outsides the boundary condition, the viscous 
work is negligible. Dissipation in boundary layer viscosity can be interpreted by Prandtl numbers [28].

2.3. Plant Nodalization 

   Fig. 5 presents the nodalization used for simulation of TRR (fig. 1-4) with RELAP5 code. It represents 
both specifications and modeling of TRR main components. It includes all of the basic objects for a 
complete simulation. In specific, nodalization characteristics are introduced according to the actual data of 
a pool-type MTR throughout all of the primary cooling system. Secondary cooling system is modeled as 
actual boundary conditions.  

   Table 2 presents the main nodalization components. The reactor pool of TRR consists of two parts which 
can be separated by an Aluminum gate plate. In this nodalization, the pool is divided into six parts which 
are modeled by P130, B200,   P285 (1, 2, 3), p290 and three major channels for the core. The hot, average are modeled by P130, B200,   P285 (1, 2, 3), p290 and three major channels for the core. The hot, average 
and bypass channels (irradiating channels or empty boxes) are modeled by P201, P202 and P203, 
respectively. These channels are connected to B200 at the top, and to B205 at the bottom of themselves. 
B205 is the plenum located at the bottom of the core. This volume is connected to the pool exit coolant 
pipe (P210) during normal operational state and connected to the water surrounding the core at pool 
section (II), P290, by safety flapper valve (V206) during shutdown state. P290 is also connected to volume 
1 of P285 and B200. Hence, the operation of pointed systems based on cross and direct flow through these 
volumes can be similar to circulation at pool and core for both forced and natural circulation flows. 
TDV110 simulates the air enclosed in reactor containment at the top of the pool. The collection of 
TDV100, V105 and their trip system models the operation of the makeup system. The makeup system is 
completely inactive during this simulation because of assuming complete loss of electrical power and 
tracing accident in the absence of any reactor operators or auxiliary systems. 

   The primary piping circuit between the pool and butterfly valve is modeled by P210 and V212. 
Remaining path up to holdup tank is introduced via P215 and P218 where a pit valve (V217) is located 
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Remaining path up to holdup tank is introduced via P215 and P218 where a pit valve (V217) is located 
between them. The water filled volume of holdup tank during normal operational state is presented by 
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five volumes in P220; the unfilled upper part is modeled via TDV226 which is a Time Dependent 
Volume. It fills due to gravity driven force of the elevation change from the reactor pool level after the 
pump coast down. There is not any accurate pump coast down curve for the TRR. In this research, it is 
conservatively assumed that, the pump is coast down linearly within an one minute (according to the 
typical values and curves of similar pumps). This assumption does not have any effective impact on the 
results, because the core cooling flow rate is as a function of the gravity driven force for this down-ward 
core cooling system.   

Fig. 5. RELAP nodalization for TRR
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Fig. 5. RELAP nodalization for TRR
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Table 2. Main nodalilization components and their relative reference code for the RELAP code
Component Reference code

Average channel P201
Hot channel P202
Bypass channel P203
Main coolant pump Pump 240
Natural convection valve V206
Heat exchanger P251-P260, (P,B)405-455
Holdup tank P220,TDV226Holdup tank P220,TDV226
Reactor pool P130,B200,P285,P290,
Pool atmosphere simulator TDV110

Makeup system TDV100,V105

   The next important component after holdup tank is the primary circuit main pump (Pump240) 
connected to the holdup tank by P236. It is breakdown after a complete SBO in an assumption of 
complete loss of electrical energy. 

   P240, V242, P244, J245, P246, V242, and P249 which are a collection of pipes, elbows, junctions, 
check and gate valves connect the pump outlet flow to inlet shell part of heat exchanger. Final constituent 
of primary cooling system is heat exchanger. To simulate this part, each section is chosen as a separate 
component connected to the others by conjunctions and branches such as MJ250 at shell-type parts and 
B415, B425, B435, B445 at tube-type parts of the heat exchanger; also the heat transfer phenomena is B415, B425, B435, B445 at tube-type parts of the heat exchanger; also the heat transfer phenomena is 
modeled between heat structure components associated with each other by boundary conditions. 
Boundaries where heat can transfer between them are specified by dashed lines at one side of them. The 
shell parts of heat exchanger connected to the primary cooling system are modeled by P251, P255 and 
P260. The other parts or tube-type parts of the heat exchanger are connected to the secondary cooling 
system. Inlet and outlet flow of tube parts of the heat exchanger at secondary cooling system are 
simulated by the TDV400 and TDV460. Tubes at horizontal heat exchanger are classified into four 
separate parts. These tubes are modeled by P410, P420, P440, and P450 which are connected to each 
other by internal branches (located inside each shell) and by P430 between the two primary shells, 
respectively. 

   The remaining piping parts and valves from the heat exchanger outlet to the reactor pool inlet are P262, 
a gate valve (V263), P265, a butterfly valve (V270), and finally P285. Usually, each pipe contains a 
number of volumes that have some special geometrical characteristics such as internal junction flow area, 
horizontal angle, vertical angle and elevation change from the reference point. Hence, each pipe such as horizontal angle, vertical angle and elevation change from the reference point. Hence, each pipe such as 
P210 can have some elbows, straight pipes or abrupt area changes. They are completely modeled and 
included for simulation in details based on the reactor drawing sheets. 

   Two separate sections composed of valve and TDV were considered for simulation and analyses of the 
most dangerous cases of a LBLOCA. The V300 and TDV315 were chosen for analyses above the gird 
plate; also V330 and TDV335 were chosen for analyses below the gird plate. They were previously 
benchmarked and used against LBLOCA analyses of the TRR successfully where the residual decay heat 
can be removed from the uncovered core by an air free convection to prevent core melt down [18]. 

2.4.   Form loss calculations 

     The wall friction is determined based on volume flow regime map using Darcy - Weisbach friction 
factors. Terms of the wall friction force include only wall shear effects [15]. There are two different types 
of abrupt area changes as expansion and contraction. For flow expansion, the head loss factor is obtained 
by Borda – Carnot formulation [29] as follows:
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by Borda – Carnot formulation [29] as follows:
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And so the pressure drop is:

                                                                                                                                                      (3)                                     LL hP ρ=∆                                                                                                                                                       (3)                                     

   In case of the contraction of flow, similarly these factors can be taken into account by mentioned 
correlations if only A2 is replaced with Ac or minimum cross section of passing flow.

   In this paper, all pressure drops are included in simulation as a function of Reynolds number as much as 
possible in details. Remaining form losses created by valves, junctions and branches which are dependent 
on experimental values are obtained from mechanical references [30]. In RELAP5 code, user specified 
form losses can be given in the following form:

fC
efff RBAk −

+=                                                                                                                                           (4)

   In this simulation, the Darcy–Weisbach friction factor based on Reynolds number from the Moody chart 
is calculated by following correlation:

221.0                                                                                                                                    (5)
237/0

221.00032/0
e

turb
R

f +=                                                                                                                                    (5)

Afterwards, the form loss factors can be calculated by this correlation:

D
Lfk ×=                                                                                                                                                     (6)                                     

Where F, L and D are Darcy factor, equivalent length and hydraulic diameter, respectively. 

   In this research, form losses of all components of the primary cooling system (fig. 1 to 5) are introduced 
to the code input in details. It includes characteristics of piping (from corresponding drawing sheets), core 
structure (fuel assemblies and irradiating channels), the reactor pool sections, the reactor pool inputs and 
outputs, hold up tank, safety flapper valve, grid plate, butterfly and gate valves, elbows, and heat 
exchangers [13, 14, 30]

2.5. Modeling heat structures 

      The RELAP5 code uses one-dimensional heat conduction in rectangular or cylindrical geometry for 
heat structures. Surface multipliers can be used to convert the unit surface of one-dimensional calculation 
to the actual surface of heat structure. A finite difference method is used to achieve the heat conduction 
solutions. On the other hand, there are several experimental correlations to induce a realistic heat transfer 
phenomena as a function of the geometry and flow regime [15]. 

    In order to model the thermal power of the reactor, two different types of channels, including average 
and hot channels, are considered. The average channel is responsible for general and almost all of the 
thermal power production of the reactor core; while the hot channel is responsible for providing sufficient 
safety margins to conservative safety analyses. In addition, irradiating channels and empty boxes are 
modeled as the bypass channel to introduce the bypass cooling flow from the fuel assemblies.

    A cosine function is considered for both radial and axial heat generations of fuel plates. Hence, the 
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    A cosine function is considered for both radial and axial heat generations of fuel plates. Hence, the 
power at average channel can be approximated as follows:
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where a is the fuel plate's width, and L is the  active fuel plate's height, and f average-channels is the fraction of 
heat structures in the reactor core corresponding of average channels. In this study, all fuel assemblies 
except that one which chosen as hot channel are selected as the average channel.

   It should be noted that, the RELAP5 code automatically normalized the radial shape factor; then it is 
necessary to introduce the (π/2) factor, only for axial normalization of the introduced cosine shape factor 
throughout axial nodes.throughout axial nodes.

   The hot channel is considered because of its importance for a conservative safety analysis. The 
maximum heat flux at hot channel is calculated as follows [31]:

Fqq ave ×′′=′′max                                                                                                                                            (8)

where q"
max , q"

ave and F are maximum heat flux in hot channel (the hottest assembly), average heat flux in 
average channel and overall hot spot factor, respectively. Now, because of proportionality between heat 
flux and thermal power, similar correlation is obtained as: 

( ) ( ) FPP channelaveragedoneavechannelhot ×= −−−max                                                                                              (9)                                      

   It is noted that “the overall hot spot factor or total hot channel factor for safety analyses done by thermal 
hydraulic codes should be considered 3 [13, 14]” according to the TRR Operating Limits and Conditions 
(OLC). This value is higher than the real value over all operating core configurations. It includes radial 
power distribution over different fuel assemblies, axial power distribution, perturbing effects due to control power distribution over different fuel assemblies, axial power distribution, perturbing effects due to control 
rod positioning, engineering factors and calculating errors. 

   Similar to previous discussion a cosine distribution for both radial and axial heat flux in fuel plates is 
chosen for hot channel. Hence, the power at hot channel can be approximated as following equation where 
a total power peaking factor of 3 is chosen for overall hot spot contribution, conservatively:
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   There is not specific experimental correlation in the RELAP5/MOD3.2 code for infinite parallel (fuel) 
plates (this option is defined, but it isn’t included in this version of the code). Then single wall is chosen 
for the heat structure geometry of average and hot channels; so Churchill and Chu correlation (for a 
vertical fuel plate) is used to estimate Nu number and heat transfer coefficient [15].  

   In order to establish sufficient mesh spacing, regions and meshes are chosen for fuel meat and cladding    In order to establish sufficient mesh spacing, regions and meshes are chosen for fuel meat and cladding 
according to the RELAP5 user’s guidelines [15 (Volume V of RELAP5/MOD3.2 Code Manual, 1999: 
User’s Guidelines)]. Power generation calculated using the ORIGEN code [32] and introduced to the code 
input versus time dependent tables (Sec. 3).

   Hydraulic parts of the heat exchanger (type of shell-tubes) modeled in details (from its drawing sheet). 
Each separate part is taken as a specific heat structure with its boundary conditions jointing them to the 
secondary cooling system. Secondary cooling system is modeled using TDV and junctions, successfully. 
The type of bundle with in-line rods or tubes (cross and parallel flow) is chosen as the heat structure 
geometry of heat exchanger and for rehashing related experimental correlations. It should be noted that, 
this type is suggested for the modeling horizontal shell-tubes heat exchangers by developers [15]. 

    During the normal operating state, the external air is the final heat sink throughout cooling towers; but 
after the complete SBO occurrence, the primary and secondary pumps are immediately coast down and 
passive core cooling starts. During the first short-term step of the SBO, the thermal capacity of the passing 
water from the reactor pool to the reactor hold up tank removes the residual decay heat. Then during the 
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water from the reactor pool to the reactor hold up tank removes the residual decay heat. Then during the 
long-term step of the SBO, the thermal heat capacity of the reactor pool water will be the final heat sink 
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where it is in contact with the internal air of the inside reactor containment (modeled with the TDV 110 via 
non-condensable gas). It is tried that all specifications, initial, and boundary conditions would be realistic 
and introduced to the code in details as much as possible. 

   Studies [15] show that included components and models to the RELAP code (such as the reactor 
accumulator component) can transfer heat from the pool water to the upper gas-filled part, but after 
initiating vapor formations or during an existing two-phase flow. This simulation ability of the code is 
necessary and effective for safety analyses of high-energy LWRs such as BWRs and PWRs. 

   There is a week-point where there is not observed any correlation [15] for surface evaporation during    There is a week-point where there is not observed any correlation [15] for surface evaporation during 
long-term transients. Such additional assumptions (especially surface evaporation) could not be so 
effective for DBA analyses of high-energy LWRs; while they could be interesting for long-term analyses 
of a low-energy MTR.     

2.6. Accident scenario

   SBO or loss of off-site (AC) power supply is usually chosen as an initiating DBA [4, 5, 6]. The TRR 
uses two diverse independent diesel generators, UPS, and batteries during emergency conditions. In this 
paper, all of them are virtually disabled, and the accident completely traced throughout passive heat 
removal system without any operator actions. 

   The TRR scram (or emergency shutdown) occurs when shim safety rods drop to the core by gravity 
force after the electromagnet is de-energized. The total delay time including the dropping time is 
mentioned about 700 + 15% milliseconds [13, 14]. In this paper, the delay time is chosen of about 1 sec, 
conservatively. 

   The gravity driven force causes the first phase of the downward passive cooling system. The water level 
goes from the reactor pool (fig.1) to the un-filled part of the hold-up tank (fig. 2, 3). Then safety flapper 
valve (fig. 4) opens, and a flow reversal transition starts from the down-ward to up-ward free convection 
mode. Finally, a natural convection of the pool water removes the residual decay heat. In this research, 
the reactor pool water is the final heat sink for the final passive heat removal system where the reactor 
makeup system (TDV100 and V105) are virtually disabled.

   According to the standard safety reports for MTR safety analyses, “the principal physical barrier (the 
first barrier of the defense in depth rule) is the Aluminum cladding of the fuel plates, and, to ensure the 
integrity of the cladding, the fuel safety temperature limit adopted is the one corresponding to the 
blistering phenomenon, which was conservatively assumed to be equal to 400ºC [6]”. Such limiting safety 
criteria are important for the hard and fast DBA transient (e.g. LOCA, LOFA, and RIA) and should be 
much more interested in addition of traditional hard safety limits (e.g. Aluminum melting point) to retain 
fuel integrity during DBA [1].fuel integrity during DBA [1].

   In this research, both of the short-term and long-term safety limits are important. Then, the most 
sensitive and soft-distractive (low-level distractive) safety limit of the TRR, the safety limit of maximum 
cladding temperature of 105ºc is chosen to check out fuel integrity during introduced accident and 
anticipated transients. This is the temperature increasing corrosion rates of Aluminum cladding [13, 14]. 
This safety limit is mainly important for long-term cooling state. In the other words, this is the first non-
dominated safety limit of the TRR preventing a long-term corrosion of cladding to keep long-lasting 
property of fuel cladding [13, 14].

   The power table of the short-term analyses is introduced based on the residual decay heat (which is 
calculated by the ORIGEN 2 code) until the 100 KWth. This is the maximum permissible power of natural 
convection mode of the TRR. It should be noted that, “normal operation above the 100 KW is prohibited 
by an interlock for the TRR, unless the flapper valve is closed and the reactor is operated using primary 
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during safety analyses, and provides the feasibility study of a fast changing operational mode from the 
reactor full power state of 5MW (with 2200 GPM downward core cooling) to the free convection mode of 
100KW (with a natural upward core cooling) within about 20 minutes. 

   In the next section, firstly, the plant nodalization is benchmarked against the operational data of the 
basic reference core of the TRR as much as possible [13, 14]. Then the current operating core of the TRR 
is modeled and reviewed. It has additional numbers of fuel assemblies and irradiating boxes. Next 
calculations follow the current operating core conditions. 

   Then, two transient scenarios have been considered and analyzed.   During the first 1000 sec of short-   Then, two transient scenarios have been considered and analyzed.   During the first 1000 sec of short-
term scenario (the first one), normal operating conditions at 5MWth for a current larger operating core are 
reviewed. Then the code abilities to trace a realistic passive phenomenon (getting realistic convergences 
throughout different plant components) during transient mode are investigated; also flow reversal mode 
has been much more intended and monitored in details. The second one simulates and analyzes the lon-
term view of a complete SBO. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
3.1. Steady state results and benchmarking process against normal operating conditions of the basic 
reference core

   Table 3 presents a comparison between registered operating results of the basic reference core of the 
TRR and the simulation results. Results show a very good agreement between operating parameters and 
simulation results.

   Presented results are related to the basic equilibrium core of the TRR. It composed of 22 SFE, 5 CFE, 
and 4 Irradiating Boxes [9, 10, 13, 14]. It is chosen to benchmark the introduced plant nodalization 
against the FSAR for TRR [13, 14]. Results show a very good agreement between the calculations and 
operational data. Some minor differences and uncertainties are unavoidable because of several 
experimental uncertainties such as weather condition. 

Table3. A comparison between the results of simulation and the experimental data of the basic reference 
(equilibrium) core of the TRR 

FSAR for TRRResults Thermo-hydraulic variables
__58 °CHot channel outlet coolant  temperature
46.5 °C45.5 °CHeat exchanger inlet primary coolant temperature
37.8 °C38.9 °CHeat exchanger outlet primary coolant temperature
30.6 °C30.6 °CHeat exchanger inlet secondary coolant temperature 30.6 °C30.6 °CHeat exchanger inlet secondary coolant temperature
38.9 °C38.7 °CHeat exchanger outlet secondary coolant temperature
1.36 m/sec1.36 m/secAverage velocity of coolant flowing through the core
13.4 W/cm213.84 W/cm2Average heat flux
40.1 W/cm242 W/cm2  (Conservative)Maximum heat flux
37.8 °C38.9 °CMaximum pool water temperature
__48.76 °CAverage channel outlet coolant  temperature

   There are some important points should be considered. The first one is that usual MTRs operate at low 
energy, low pressure, and low temperature conditions; where some of the main components of the reactor 
cooling system transfer heat to their environment. For example, we have a large open pool of water, or 
some parts of piping system and heat exchanger (fig. 1 and 2) have some heat transfer to the air in the 
pump room. The air has different temperatures at various seasons. The second problem is that although 
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some details of the reactor thermal-hydraulic quantities or heat structure data are not available, therefore 
standard values from reference books [30, 36] are used. 

       Finally, a comparison between the simulating results and the operating parameters throughout 
transient mode show that applications of the RELAP5 code is promising for the pool type MTRs. It could 
be noted that, additional benchmarking process for following transient scenarios needs accurate 
experimental tools especially instrumental fuel assemblies equipped with accurate thermo-couples; where 
there is not any in-core thermal-hydraulic gages or sensors. 

3.2. Short-term analyses of the passive heat removal system (including flow reversal transition) 3.2. Short-term analyses of the passive heat removal system (including flow reversal transition) 

   During a SBO, “the reactor coolant system shall provide long-term, reliable heat transfer from the fuel 
to the ultimate heat sink [4]”. Also it is noted that, “The operating organization should revise all 
documentation associated with any modification or activity that may affect the safety of a research reactor 
(and all documentation having an indirect but significant influence on safety related aspects of a research 
reactor), as appropriate … with the potential magnitude and nature of the associated hazards being taken 
into account [1, 37]”. In this case, we have a much more larger operating core than the basic equilibrium 
core where additional SFEs and irradiating boxes are installed; It includes 28 SFE, 5 CFE, and 8 
Irradiating Boxes. Although it contains higher heat transfer area, the coolant velocity may decreases. It 
deviates from the initial reference core as the maximum permissible core size [13, 14], and should be 
rechecked and reassessed according to the standard safety issues [1, 37]. On the other hand, a complete 
simulation of the corresponding scenario by the RELAP5 code has been performed for the first time 
throughout the corresponding plant components, coherently. 

   Following calculations are performed for the current operating core of the TRR. The first 1000 sec. of 
results reviews and rechecks safety parameters of the current operating core against the basic reference 
core. Then, the initiated accident or passive heat removal system started at the time of 1000 sec. 

   Following the reactor trip (at 1000 sec.), the downward cooling flow follows and slowdowns from the 
reactor pool to the unfilled part of the holdup tank. Finally, the safety flapper opens when the flow rate 
falls below 30% of the initial flow rate of 2200 GPM. It is modeled via a trip valve (V206). Calculations 
show that it opens at the time of about 900 sec after the initial incident (at the time of about 1900 sec. of 
following figures). Then flow inversion mode starts until the up-ward natural convection will be stable. 

   Fig. 6 shows the total residual decay heat profile after the reactor shutdown during short-term analyses. 
It is calculated using the ORIGEN 2 code [32]. In this research, the input power table is introduced 
according to the fig. 6 until the power of 100 KW reached. 

   As it noted the, 100 KW is the operational set point of maximum permissible power at free convection 
mode (when the safety flapper opens). This consideration enhances the conservative approaches and mode (when the safety flapper opens). This consideration enhances the conservative approaches and 
enables the feasibility study of a fast changing mode form the down-ward core cooling (at 5 MW) to a 
upward natural core cooling system (at 100 KW). 

   Due to conservative approaches, results are only plotted for the hot channel. The fig. 7 shows the hot 
channel temperature and fig. 8 shows the hot channel cladding temperature throughout axial distribution. 
All of them, during all states, have some lower temperature than the basic reference core and retain the 
corresponding safety limits of the TRR according to the FSAR for TRR [13, 14]. 

   The power shape is introduced as a cosine function; the coolant is heated throughout fuel channel; on 
the other hand, assuming thermal time constant of the fuel meat and cladding of about 0.1 and 0.00214 
sec. respectively, the decay heat can be transferred to the coolant without any sensible delay [13, 14]; also 
the natural convection mode has much more smaller coolant velocity, so it is much more sensible  to the 
cladding temperatures; then, they are completely compatible with the physical nature of cooling 
directions, flow reversal transition, and the cosine power shape. Results show that, assuming cosine 
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power shape, the mid-centered hot spot during down ward normal operation (node 4) shifts to the next 
upper node (3) during upward natural convection. 

Fig. 6. The realistic residual decay heat after shut down calculated by the ORIGEN code (short-term transition of the 
current operating core)

Fig. 7.  Hot channel temperatures (short-term transition of the current operating core)
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Fig. 8. Hot cladding temperatures (short-term transition of the current operating core)

   In addition, assuming the first 1000 sec. for normal full power operation of the current operating core, 
calculations show that both categories of the coolant velocities and the hot channel coolant and cladding calculations show that both categories of the coolant velocities and the hot channel coolant and cladding 
temperatures have small decreases due to safety enhancement. This result indicates that the larger heat 
transfer area and overall power sharing distribution dominates small decreases of the coolant velocity 
distribution over FEs. Then the current operating core retains safety limits of the FSAR for TRR (AEOI, 
2009).

   Results after 1000 sec. for transient analyses show that TRR is completely safe against a complete 
station blackout or a passive transition from downward cooling system at 5MW to an upward natural 
convection cooling system at 100 KW; also at the power level of 100 KW, the flow reversal transient 
passes softly over the time of about 5 minutes; then it will be stable for a long time. 

   Fig. 9 shows the core cooling velocities throughout the fuel channels, irradiating channels and the safety 
flapper valve. The presented domain shows the flow reversal mode as the most thermal-hydraulic 
perturbing case of pool-type MTRs. This changes traces smoothly; and calculations don’t show any 
oscillation due to flow instability or calculating noises of errors. Flow stagnation point reaches after about 
2 min after the safety flapper opening. The fig. 9 also indicates that although irradiating boxes (or empty 2 min after the safety flapper opening. The fig. 9 also indicates that although irradiating boxes (or empty 
boxes) can slightly participate in the natural convection formation, the safety flapper operation, 
availability, and reliability are very important to keep safety limits of the TRR. 

  It could be noted that, sometimes long-term free convection mode after the EOC is interested. Such low-
power operations significantly decreases the Xe poisoning effect when long-term low-power operation at 
100 KW can provide some benefits for irradiating applications such as training and educations, short-
lived radioisotope productions, and NAAs. 

   Results are completely satisfactory for safety analyses for the normal operating condition of the current 
operating core, a complete SBO without any active safety system, and a fast conversion of the upward to 
downward operating mode within about 20 minutes. 
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Fig. 9. Core velocities (short-term transition of the current operating core)

3.3. Long-term passive heat removal system during a complete SBO

   In this part, a complete long-term SBO is simulated and analyzed. Power table is introduced to the code 
input according to the ORIGEN 2 code’s results. Fig. 6 presents the short-term changes. Three another 
points are also defined for long-term changes as 8.8, 6.3, and 6.0 KW for 15, 30, and 150 days, 
respectively. This is an exponential function. Each other point is interpolated within them by the RELAP 
code during transient calculations. code during transient calculations. 

   Assuming conservative approaches, fig. 10 and 11 show temperatures of hot channel, and hot cladding 
temperatures respectively throughout axial distribution. Fig. 10 shows that the coolant temperature 
exponentially increased by 15 days; and then it linearly increased during several days. It is completely 
compatible with the introduced power table. There is not observed any oscillation of free convection or 
numerical sources of errors.   

Fig. 10. Hot channel temperature (long-term transition of the SBO)
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   Fig. 11 shows the axial distribution of the hot cladding temperatures. Similarly, it exponentially 
increased by 15 days; then it linearly and gradually increased without any oscillation by 70 days. This 
functional behavior is completely compatible with the introduced power table. 

Fig. 11. Hot cladding temperatures (long-term transition of the SBO)

   This is a very time consuming computational work. Conservatively, a linear interpolation of all of data 
shows that the safety limit of 105ºC for the cladding temperature would not reach at least within the first 
125 days. It is estimated without any active safety system (such as the reactor makeup system) or any 
operator action. In addition, calculations show that the hot spot belongs to the region of nodes 2 and 3 
during long-term analyses.

4. CONCLUSION   
   In this paper, we consider a SBO for the review safety assessment of the TRR as the one of the most 
important postulated initiating events of DBAs, based on the lesson learns from Fukushima Daiichi 
accidents. This case is also similar to the one of the main LOFA scenario when a pump breakdown occurs 
and the reactor immediately takes an emergency shutdown. As the worst situation, a complete SBO or 
complete loss of electrical supplies is considered; where all of additional power supplies including diesel 
generators and batteries are disabled.

   The primary cooling system of the TRR is completely modeled using the RELAP5/MOD3.2 code via 
introduced nodalization according to the plant characteristics in details. Results are satisfactory 
benchmarked against operating data of the basic reference core as much as possible. After that, transient 
scenarios are introduced and analyzed throughout conservative approaches. 

   Performed safety analyses cover a review safety assessment of the larger core configuration, passive 
heat removal system, hard short-term transients including flow reversal mode, and long-term analyses. 
Results show an appropriate simulation of the passive heat removal system during transient mode; 
transient convergences traces physical nature of the scenario; and there is not observed any oscillation. 
Review safety analyses indicate that the TRR is completely safe against a complete SBO without any 
active cooling system or operator action. Concisely, there is not observed any consequential loss of safety 
functions necessary to mitigate the consequences of introduced scenarios. 

  Short-term numerical results show that the flow reversal transient can pass within about 5 minutes when 
the stagnation point reaches within about 2 minutes after safety flapper opening. Transient passes flow 
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reversal mode smoothly from a downward to upward direction without any sensible perturbation or (long-
lasting) local flow blockage.  

   Lon-term analyses confirm that the TRR is conservatively safe against a complete SBO within at least 
125 days without any active cooling system or operator action. Transients do not show any oscillation or 
numerical noises of errors. Such accurate modeling and time-consuming long-term analyses of MTRs by 
the RELAP5 code have been successfully performed and studied for the first time.

   In addition, the RELAP5 code is capable to simulate a complete passive heat removal system for a low-
energy and low-pressure MTR. It is also capable of appropriate traces and convergence throughout energy and low-pressure MTR. It is also capable of appropriate traces and convergence throughout 
transient scenarios of such passive heat removal system without oscillation and perturbation. But there are 
two weak points which could be improved for new version of the RELAP5 code, as including the surface 
evaporation for long-term analyses and including  much more accurate experimental correlations for 
parallel fuel plate type of MTRs.          
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